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Welcome to the 2022 virtual
NLP International Conference
We intend to take the NLP International Conference to the
next level. More presenter sessions, more engagement and
interaction and even more community spirit!
With over 50% of the presenters making their debut at the conference, we’re
anticipating thousands of attendee interactions, more exhibitor stand visits,
even more video meetings and many, many friends for you to meet and remeet. That’s what the NLP International Conference is all about… and the virtual
setting offers so many more opportunities for all delegates to attend live those
sessions they are available for and watch all the other session recordings, which
are available for 6 months after the conference ends.
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Conference Summary

Format (All times are British Summer Time)
Thursday 19th May 2022
19:30 - 20:15

Bonus presentation sessions across 5 streams

Friday 20th May 2022
Before 11:55

Log in and networking

12:00–19:00

Masterclass: Dynamic Spin Release™ with Tim and Kris Hallbom

(with breaks)

Saturday 21st May 2022
Before 08:55

Log in and networking

09:00 - 12:30

Presentation sessions across 8 streams

12:30 - 15:00

Exhibitor Live sessions

15:30 - 19:00

Presentation sessions across 8 streams

Sunday 22nd May 2022
Before 08:55

Log in and networking

09:00 - 12:30

Presentation sessions across 8 streams

13:00 - 15:00

Exhibitor Live sessions

15:30 - 17:00

Presentation sessions across 8 streams

17:30 - 19:00

Presentation session – on 1 stream (plenary)

Official Event App

Get
Explore the professional profiles of event
speakers and attendees
Receive update notifications from organisers
Send in-app messages and exchange
contact info
Network and find attendees with common
affiliations, educations, shared networks and
social profiles

www.nlpconference.com
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Delegate Information

If you are attending the 2022 virtual
NLP International Conference...
please read this!

We want you to have the best conference experience possible and feel
empowered and enabled to make the most of the four days of conference
sessions. Taking time before the event starts to familiarise yourself with the
technology will enable you to relax, be present, focus on the session content
and absorb as much as you can.
Here are the ESSENTIAL points to enhance your virtual conference experience.

Whova (pronounced Hoo-va)
This is the event app and the platform we have used since 2017 to give the best information
and networking opportunities for our attendees. You must be logged into Whova in order to
attend the presentations and connect with other attendees, and to access recordings after
the conference has ended.
Whova has produced a useful guide on how to use the app, which you can access here:
https://whova.com/pages/whova-app-user-guide/
Once you have downloaded, installed and logged into the app, you have access to all the
conference facilities and other quick reference guides.
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Delegate Information

Summary of important points
1. Your email address is your Conference
Pass

•
•

The email address you used to purchase your
3-day Conference Pass is the email address you
MUST use to sign in to the Whova event app.
If for any reason you no longer have access to
the email address you used to purchase your
Conference Pass, please let the Conference
Team know your new email address by 10th May
2022 at the latest.

2. Google Chrome is the recommended
browser

•

We recommend you download and install Google
Chrome on your PC, Mac or laptop before
launching the Whova web app and using it
for the conference. Google Chrome has been
extensively tested with the app by Whova;
other browsers may not support all Whova’s
functionality.

5. Your comfort

•
•
•

•

6. Technology – it is what it is, and there are
no guarantees

•

3. Whova event app launches on
2nd May 2022

•
•

•

You will be able to access the conference
events through Whova from 2nd May 2022.
We will be running Delegate Conference
Familiarity Sessions, which give you the
opportunity to log in, find your way around
the app and ask us any questions by joining a
‘presentation’ within the app.
Take some time to explore the Whova
environment. Connect with other delegates,
create your conference agenda and visit
the exhibitor stands for special offers and
discounts. You can even set up your own
video chats in Whova (up to 30 people) to start
discussions or special interest groups. You
can discuss topics others have started in the
messaging area and set up your own topic(s) to
generate conversations too. This is the place for
collaboration and networking!

4. Equipment
We have carried out a huge amount of testing over
the last two years. This is what we have found:

•

PC/Mac/laptop with as big a screen as possible
is best for viewing the presentations and the
exhibitor sessions.
Mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) are
good to use for networking, messaging and
personal contact.
You will NOT be able to view the presentations
on more than one device at a time (for security
reasons).

•

www.nlpconference.com

The conference schedule has been designed
to allow a minimum 30-minute break every 90
minutes.
Some of the presenters will be encouraging
movement in their sessions, so please make
sure you have adequate space around you!
As far as possible, ensure the conference is
YOUR time. Create space and time for yourself.
After all, if you were attending onsite, in-person,
you would be fully immersing yourself in the
conference experience…
Look after yourself and your needs – including
adequate hydration!

•

We have contingency plans in place, on our side,
for every presentation to ensure it is recorded.
However, we cannot legislate for technology
glitches in/on any of our equipment, WiFi,
broadband or the network performance of every
centimetre of cable for the internet. There are
so many variables…
All presentations are being recorded and will be
available for six months after the conference
closes. As long as you keep your Whova login
details, you will have the opportunity to view
the sessions again and again, as many times as
you want within those six months…

All conference attendees have been emailed
packs containing more detailed instructions,
guidelines and tips. The more carefully you
read these, the more time you can spend
enjoying the conference.

You can join in on social
media and share your
conference experience
on these platforms:
@NLPconference
@nlpconference
@NLPconference
NLP International Conference

NLP International Conference 2022
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Appreciation

Thank You
The NLP International Conference is supported
by a huge number of people to make it the best
it can be. Here are some of them…

The 2022 virtual presenters
With over 150 presentation applications for
2022, we wanted to include as many presenters
as possible, and the virtual platform and
recording of sessions allows us to give more to
delegates. Sixty-four speakers (half of whom
are new to the conference) from five continents
will be presenting new models, different
perspectives, innovative tools and techniques
for delegates to absorb and discuss. Whilst time
zones have been taken into account where
possible, some people are still getting up super
early or going to bed super late for the privilege
of presenting to attendees.
We’re grateful for our presenters and the
amazing array of topics they will be delivering to
delegates in 2022. Thank you.
https://www.nlpconference.com/
programme

Our stewards are amazing individuals; as a
team, they surpass that. There are not enough
superlatives to describe these astonishing
people, who give of themselves so others can
enjoy a fantastic conference environment. We
could not do this without our stewards. They
deserve every plaudit and credit for what they
do. Thank you.

The NLP Conference Team
The organisation of an international event
needs selfless people to tirelessly deliver
excellence. Luckily, the ANLP team does this
every year and 2022 is no different – but
with even more presenters to manage, more
collateral to produce and more fun to generate.
The team gets very little sleep during the
conference and we know that 2022 will require
more commitment to all attendees than ever.
Bring it on!
We sincerely hope you enjoy the 2022 virtual
NLP International Conference.
Thank you!

2022 virtual exhibitors
Another sparkling array of companies are
offering a myriad of products and services for
attendees. Please visit them on the Whova app
(see menu item ‘Exhibitors’) and catch their
special offers and discounts. Each exhibitor has
a 30-minute ‘Exhibitor Live’ session to showcase
their offerings and answer any questions you
may have.
We also thank our exhibitors for putting so much
thought and energy into their virtual stands to
make sure all delegates have an opportunity
to find something new and possibly save some
money! Thank you, exhibitors!
https://www.nlpconference.com/2022exhibitors

2022 virtual stewards
With a greater number of presenters and
presentations comes a greater responsibility
to deliver a great experience. The enormous
task of holding the space for the presenters
and delegates to come together and meet is
so much more than a Zoom meeting. Slides,
videos, time zones, breakout rooms, technology
glitches, team management, practice, practice,
practice… and so much more.
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Programme Overview

At a glance Conference Schedule
Quickly find any one of the many inspiring events happening over the
NLP Awards and Conference in May 2022.

The 2022 NLP Awards Evening - Friday 13th May 2022
Join us on the 13th May from 19:00 (BST) to
celebrate and recognise the difference that NLP
professionals are making in all walks of life.
We will be running a live, virtual event this year and we’d
like to invite everyone around the world to join us for the
event. We’d love you to tune in and celebrate these truly
international awards.
Each ticket for the event is just £10 and we’d invite you
to purchase one ticket per member of the household
tuning in. All proceeds will be going to our charity
partner Mind BLMK.

19:00

We invite you to make a night of it...Dress to impress
We’ll be running the evening like our usual ceremony, so
we’d invite you to create a celebratory 3-course meal,
gather with all of your NLP friends and enjoy it whilst we
share the achievements of this year’s nominees…from
our table to your table.
We want to see the world come together, sharing stories
and celebrating.
NLP in Business, NLP in Education and Research, NLP
in Healthcare, NLP in the Public Sector & Community
and recognising extraordinary contribution during the
pandemic are the five categories.

If you’ve ever attended in the past or seen any
of the interviews at nlpawards.com with this
year’s nominees, you’ll know that NLP is making
a difference and that difference is the work being
carried out in the field.
So come join us for dinner (lunch, breakfast or a
midnight snack) and let’s support MIND BLMK, an
amazing mental health charity which itself has
been doing so much to support its local community
during the pandemic.
Every ticket purchased enters you into the raffle
with prizes donated from the community and
partners and you can donate or purchase extra
tickets to increase your chances of winning.
Grab your tickets now - it’s only £10
(per person attending)
All the proceeds from the ticket sales goes to
Mind BLMK.
As this is a charity event we would be grateful if you
would purchase individual tickets for each person
attending the event.

Presenters - Thursday 19th May 2022

19:30 - 20:15

1

Abigail Edmunds

In an Image-Obsessed World, Stop Posing and Start Living with Social Media
Resilience

2

Caroline Rushforth

Freedom from Anxiety using Wingwave Coaching: An Introduction

3

Jan Cisek

How to NLP Your Home and Workplace

4

Nathalie Lebas

Generative NLP and Somatic Movement

5

Nicole Greenfield-Smith

Confidence Calling! How NLP Can Unlock Your Self-Belief

Masterclass - Friday 20th May 2022
Tim and Kris Hallbom

Dynamic Spin Release™

During this practical skill-based training, you’ll learn how to release your negative thought patterns,
limiting beliefs and physical pain in as little as 10 minutes.

12:00 - 19:00

(including a
number of short
breaks)

During this fast-paced programme, you will learn how to:
• Easily shift negative thought patterns and limiting beliefs in yourself and others.
• Relieve the pain and discomfort of physical ailments such as headaches, colds or chronic injuries.
• Transform the negative self-talk that keeps you from being your best.
• Maintain a positive outlook.
• Release the unconscious stories and limiting beliefs that keep you from having what you want.
• Understand the role that metaphors, memes and archetypes play in transforming your thoughts, feelings
and beliefs.

BST times apply
www.nlpconference.com
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Programme Overview

Presenters - Saturday 21st May 2022

09:00 - 10:30

11:00 - 12:30

15:30 - 19:00

1

Richard Bolstad

Crisis and the Wheel of Change

2

Calandra Balfour &
Fi Feehan

The Self Regulating Ladder

3

Cherry Africa

The Fired-up Leader: Dancing with Grace Through the Fire

4

Laura Rigby

How to Create Happiness Without a Filter

5

Gaber Marolt

Parenting with Less Stress: Raising Resourceful Kids – Developing Meta Programs
of/in Children

6

Frank Pucelik

Meta Foundations

7

Vassia Manika

NLP Wellbeing: A Dynamic Approach in Healthy Mind & Body Connection

8

Nishith Shah

Modelling Excellence: The Missing Link in Modelling That Will Give You a Whole
New Perspective on Life

1

Alison Lally

Building High Performance Teams the NASA Way

2

Jeremy Lazarus

Using Perceptual Positions with Groups & Teams

3

Kevin Downsworth

What Life and the Universe are All About – Philosophy & NLP

4

Judith Lowe

Generative Coaching: Creative and Sustainable Change

5

Nishe Patel

Accessing Hidden Resources by Engaging Inner Selves

6

Melody Cheal

The Power of Group Supervision

8

Joanna Harper

The Importance of Being Trauma Informed

1

Fiona Campbell

Using the NLP Meta Model for Motivating Your Business Clients

2

Wendy Sullivan &
Dr Paul Field

Do You Know What You Want? Connecting to the Body’s Wisdom

3

Reb Veale &
Christel Land

Love Leading: A Radical Approach for the 21st Century

4

Marc McDermott

Milton Patterns as the Gateway to Quantum Consciousness: The Human
Interactive System™

5

Sarah Frossell &
Hilly Raphael

Healing Lives with NLP: Co-researching Recovery

6

Jo Creed &
Annette Bradley

Seeing the Person, Not the Condition

7

Peter Freeth

The Magical Canvas of Projective Coaching

8

Dr Phil Parker

Where Science Meets Ancient Wisdom: New NLP Tools Led by Ageless Ideas

(30 min break)

BST times apply
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Programme Overview

Presenters - Sunday 22nd May 2022
1

Aliyah Mohyeddin

Designing Actions to Achieve Great Results

2

Bernadette Bruckner

Butterfly Effect and NLP: How Real is Reality if You Would Know How to Create?

3

Robert Steinhouse &
Nick Fragkias

A Deeper Dive into [Leadership] Archetypes – Transforming Shame into Success

4

Lindsey Agness &
Tracey Gray

Turning the Tide of Culture with NLP

5

Karl Nielsen

Theory and Practical Experience of How NLP Can Intensify Mindfulness Trainings

6

Thabiso Mailula

Unleash the Greatness Within

7

Dr Suzanne Henwood

Keeping It Real: Using NLP in the Everyday for Stress and Anxiety

8

Andrea Frausin

Guerrilla Marketing for Coaches and Trainers: How to Create Great Results with
Small Budgets

1

Joseph O’Connor

Updating NLP with Neuroscience

2

Tony Burgess &
Julie French

Havening Techniques: A Perfect Complement to Your NLP Toolkit

3

Ronia Fraser

Rise from the Ashes: Facilitating Recovery from Narcissistic Abuse

4

Joe Cheal

Deep Learning

5

Olive Hickmott &
Sian Goodspeed

Energetic NLP for Highly Sensitive People and Neurodiversity

7

Lizzi Larbalestier

Environmental Psychology 101: Are You Eco Literate?

8

Julian Russell

Empower Yourself with Your Creative Mind

1

Art Giser

Combining NLP With Spiritual Principles and Energy Work

2

Zoe Thompson

Tips, Hacks and Support: The Online World Made Easy

3

Patricia Eslava Vessey

Empower Your Life With HypnoKinesthetics

4

Tania A Prince

A New Simple and Effective Model For Working with Parts

5

Emma McNally

NLP and Sleep... Works Together Like a Dream!

6

John Cassidy-Rice

What Do Successful Game Designers Know About Goal Setting & Motivation?

7

Judy Bartkowiak

Is EFT the Perfect Partner to NLP?

8

Colette Normandeau

Awakening Spiritual Intelligence with NLP

Robert Dilts &
Ian McDermott

High Impact Intentional Fellowship

09:00 - 10:30

11:00 - 12:30

15:30 - 17:00

17:30 - 19:00

All

BST times apply
www.nlpconference.com
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Presentations
Thursday 19th May 2022 - 19:30 - 20:15
Stream 1

In an Image-Obsessed World, Stop Posing and Start Living with Social Media Resilience
Abigail Edmunds started her career in the
fitness industry at the age of 17. Now with an MSc
in Rehabilitation Sciences, she is an NLP Trainer
and is soon to be a qualified physiotherapist. Abi
cuts through misinformation; she is practical,
honest and focuses on results.

Stream 2

Freedom from Anxiety using Wingwave Coaching – An Introduction
Caroline Rushforth is a Freedom from Anxiety
expert and trainer. Caroline is the leading national
UK trainer for the internationally recognised
advanced coaching technique Wingwave®
Coaching. Wingwave® combined with NLP makes
for amazing transformation!

Stream 3

NLP works with metaphors. Your home and workplace are also
metaphors and anchors on the physical, environmental logical level.
By unpacking your metaphors, eternal factors and constraints of
your home and workplace, you’ll be able to transform them to work
better for you – to become more efficient and effective at using
your time and effort. Learn how to use NLP to decode your home/
workplace to represent your values and identities and empower
your life on all logical levels.

Generative NLP and Somatic Movement
As an NLP Trainer, coach and dancer,
Nathalie Lebas uses Generative Somatic
Movement to help people reconnect to
themselves, to their somatic mind, to their
emotions and their inner self in order to be the
change they want to be in the world.

Stream 5

In this session, you will gain knowledge about the impact of
unprocessed emotion in both the physical and mental body. You
will learn about right brain vs left brain and what happens when
it’s out of balance. You will gain knowledge and understanding
about the healthy function of the vagus nerve and the impact on
well-being. Finally, you will gain an understanding of one of the
most highly advanced and effective techniques in coaching when
combined with NLP.

How to NLP Your Home and Workplace
Jan Cisek is an expert in speed reading and
accelerated learning who has presented at
previous NLP conferences on these subjects.
He’s also an environmental psychologist, Feng
Shui consultant and spiritual health mentor. He’s
passionate about NLP applications in different
domains ranging from learning environments to
the spiritual.

Stream 4

Social media is an incredibly powerful tool to connect. Yet so many
feel disconnected, anxious and jealous, as well as experiencing the
crippling effect of comparisons and the fear of missing out (FOMO)
because of social media use. In this session, we will apply NLP
strategies to change your relationship with social media, overcome
negative comparisons and silence the FOMO for good.

The somatic practice of body movements allows you to connect
to all parts of your body and your emotions to bring awareness
to everything you feel, to calm the nervous system and to move
forward in a more confident way towards your authentic being.
What you will get from this session is a better understanding of how
to use the somatic mind in your lives, in our NLP coaching sessions
or training and to gain in efficiency with your clients. But above all,
with yourself!

Confidence Calling! How NLP Can Unlock Your Self-Belief
Nicole Greenfield-Smith is a confidence coach
and public speaking mentor who is passionate
about empowering women to feel good about
themselves and build the confidence they
deserve. She’s a highly experienced public
speaker, a published writer and blogger.

Confidence and competence are a powerful mix. But why do so
many of us lack confidence, even when there is countless evidence
to the contrary? How do you put yourself out there when the
thought fills you with dread? Confidence coach and behavioural
specialist Nicole Greenfield-Smith reveals how NLP can unlock your
inner confidence and enable you to be seen, heard and remembered
for all the right reasons.

NLP Awards Prize Draw
We have three stunning prizes in the draw for
the NLP Awards to support our charity partner,
Mind BLMK, the mental health charity. Each
£10 ticket for the event gets you a free entry
in the draw, and this is what is on offer…
Buy a ticket today and help this charity be
the difference that makes the difference…
All proceeds go to:

A signed copy of Success Factor Modelling
by Robert B Dilts – all three volumes!
A signed copy of The PPD Learning NLP Practice
Group Book: The Special Guest Sessions
by Judith Lowe
A signed copy of NLP II: The Next Generation:
Enriching the Study of the Structure of
Subjective Experience
by Judith Delozier

www.nlpawards.com/store
Prize draw will take place on Sunday 22nd May 2022 at 15:00 (BST)
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Masterclass
Friday 20th May 2022 - 12:00 to 19:00 (including a number of short breaks)
All Streams

Dynamic Spin Release™
Kris and Tim Hallbom

During this practical skill-based training, you’ll learn how to release
your negative thought patterns, limiting beliefs and physical pain in as
little as 10 minutes.
Created by Tim and Kris Hallbom, Dynamic Spin Release™ is a powerful set of processes that
allows users to release their negative thoughts and emotions, limiting beliefs, and physical pain in
a very short time. DSR™ was created using ideas delineated from the world-famous psychiatrists,
Carl Jung and Milton Erickson, and draws heavily from the psychology of metaphors, NLP and
creative visualization.
During this fast-paced session, you will learn how to:
• Easily shift negative thought patterns and limiting beliefs in yourself and others in a matter of minutes.
• Relieve the pain and discomfort of physical ailments such as headaches, colds or chronic injuries.
• Transform the negative self-talk that keeps you from being your best… so you enjoy greater peace of mind.
• Maintain a positive outlook, even when you’re having a bad day.
• Release the unconscious stories and limiting beliefs that keep you from having what you want.
• Understand the role that metaphors, memes and archetypes play in transforming your thoughts,
feelings and beliefs.

Kris Hallbom is an internationally
recognised trainer, author and
executive coach. She is the cofounder of the NLP Coaching Institute
of California and has been actively
working in the field of NLP for over
30 years. She is also the co-creator
of the WealthyMind™ Program, which
has been taught to live audiences
in over 20 countries and has helped
thousands of people create more of
what they want in their lives.

www.nlpconference.com

Tim Hallbom is an internationally
known trainer and developer in the
fields of coaching, hypnotherapy
and NLP. He is the co-author of
the books Beliefs: Pathways to
Health and Well-being, NLP: The
New Technology of Achievement,
Coaching in the Workplace, Your
Mind Power, and Innovations in NLP,
as well as the author of a number of
articles about management, ethics,
and change.
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Presentations
Saturday 21st May 2022 - 9:00 - 10:30
Stream 1

Crisis and the Wheel of Change
Richard Bolstad received the NLP Award
for NLP Internationally in 2017 for his work in
major community crises.

Stream 2

You’ll learn how to quickly assess where your client is up to in the
‘wheel of change’ and identify what practical interventions would help
move them to the next stage.

The Self Regulating Ladder
Calandra Balfour is a
therapeutic practitioner
and wellness expert with a
background in neuroscience
(BSc), an accredited coach
and specialist at Light
Before Dawn.

Through developing a bespoke language to share nervous system
states and awareness on how to regulate their nervous system, clients
deepen trust in themselves in influencing their emotional and physical
well-being, and experience personal agency and empowerment. The
Self Regulating Ladder is a powerful tool, embedded with NLP practices
to create with clients as they develop and adopt a personal nervous
system management system.

Fi Feehan is a biopsychosocial practitioner, passionate about
people living in their rightful resourceful state and dying
without regret. Fi is a co-founder of Light Before Dawn.

Stream 3

The Fired-up Leader: Dancing with Grace Through the Fire
Global awakener of awesome people
Cherry Africa – or The Girl on Fire, as she is
fondly called – is one of the world’s leading
thought experts in NLP.

Stream 4

How To Create Happiness without a Filter
10-plus years of leadership and performance
training led Laura Rigby to create Bright
Futures, which was inspired from a single
conversation with a teenage lady whilst
volunteering at the Princes Trust as a
volunteer life coach…

Stream 5

This presentation will be about the early years of the development of
Meta/NLP. I will describe the original purpose of the creation of Meta/
NLP as well as the original processes we used to create it.

NLP Wellbeing: A Dynamic Approach in Healthy Mind & Body Connection
Vassia Manika has been a clinical dietitiannutritionist for more than 16 years.

Stream 8

The workshop will have an important emphasis on how certain NLP
approaches will bring resilience in everyday parenting and educational
situations while enabling them to have better options in life.

Meta Foundations
Frank Pucelik is one of the three creators
of NLP and President of Pucelik Consulting
Group homebased in Odessa, Ukraine.

Stream 7

Hold onto your seat as you’ll hear stories of how to overcome the false
filters in a passionate, hilarious presentation that will have you holding
your breath at times and feeling like Laura has climbed into your head
and read your mind.

Parenting with Less Stress: Raising Resourceful Kids – Developing Meta Programs of/in Children
Gaber Marolt is a father of four and is
passionate about parenting. With his
experience of pedagogy institutions, he is
also the right person for advice on the use of
NLP and related tools.

Stream 6

When the mind and body are disciplined to move with passion even
through the chaos, the great neural coupling happens and there is
awakening that unfolds. This session is fuelled by Cherry’s experiences
with leaders and teams.

We will be exploring the NLP Well-being Toolkit through demos and
breakout rooms, so you will firstly identify your present well-being state
and then be able to facilitate change in the health and well-being of
your clients.

Modelling Excellence: The Missing Link in Modelling That Will Give You a Whole New Perspective
on Life
Nishith Shah is an NLP Master Trainer and
has been developing the field of NLP for more
than 12 years.

Modelling is the core of NLP, yet there are very few NLP professionals
who are able to really bring successful change in self with modelling
or bring change in others by teaching them the model. This session is
about discovering the one element that will truly take your depth of
modelling to the next level.

10:30-11:00 Refreshment / Personal Break
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Presentations
Saturday 21st May 2022 - 11:00 - 12:30
Stream 1

Building High Performance Teams the NASA Way
Alison Lally works with one of just twenty
organisations globally that is a preferred
provider for the 4-D system used by NASA to
build high performing teams.

Stream 2

Using Perceptual Positions with Groups & Teams
Jeremy Lazarus is an Accredited Master
Executive Coach, a Certified Master Trainer of
NLP and a former finance director.

Stream 3

Through this session you’ll discover how limiting patterns can be
interrupted, and eventually dispelled, by engaging inner selves
like the inner critic. This exciting and creative approach blends
elements from depth psychology, NLP, and metaphor landscapes,
all within a clear frame that engages the client’s imagination.

The Power of Group Supervision
In addition to being an NLP Master Trainer,
Melody Cheal has an MSc in Applied Positive
Psychology, and a diploma in psychotherapy.

Stream 8

This practical session is a brief introduction to the exciting new
field of Generative Change developed in creative collaboration by
Robert Dilts and Stephen Gilligan.

Accessing Hidden Resources by Engaging Inner Selves
Nishe Patel brings a wealth of experience and
technical insight to the trusted partnerships she
builds with her clients, supervisees, and course
participants

Stream 6

In this session you will discover how many of the thought-provoking
and paradox-shifting ideas from philosophy have influenced the
‘NLP mindset’. We will utilise the key human characteristics of
wonder, curiosity, exploration and discovery and consider the
question “How do we come to know what we know?”

Generative Coaching - Creative and Sustainable Change
Judith Lowe works with NLP at every level as a
trainer and coach, internationally and in the UK.

Stream 5

Many NLP professionals would agree that Perceptual Positions
is one of the most useful and adaptable NLP techniques. In this
highly interactive workshop, you will learn how to use Perceptual
Positions with groups (for example, as a trainer/consultant or as a
team coach).

What Life and the Universe are All About – Philosophy & NLP
Kevin Downsworth has been ‘creating
disturbance’ for more than 20 years through
his thought-provoking coaching, training and
presentations.

Stream 4

Following the initial failure of the Hubble Telescope, Dr Charlie
Pellerin developed the 4-D system for building high performing
teams to prevent such a failure happening again. Come to this
session to get an overview of the 4-D system and to try out some of
the tools for yourself.

You may not have considered why supervision is so important for
NLP practitioners coaching clients. You may not yet know how
powerful feedback and guidance from an experienced supervisor
can lift your skills. Many NLP practitioners are quite anxious about
working directly with clients and supervision gives you the safety
net you need to get started.

The Importance of Being Trauma Informed
Joanna Harper is an experienced and skilled
integrative therapist, coach and accredited NLP
trainer who specialises in coaching clients who
have experienced trauma or loss in their past,
helping them to develop peace and acceptance.

Trauma can be disclosed by clients in the safe space of rapport,
communication, trust and confidentiality that you as an NLP
professional are skilled at creating. It is important for you to safely
close your trauma knowledge gap and consider trauma from
multiple perspectives.

12:30-15:30 Extended Refreshment / Personal Break
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Presentations
Saturday 21st May 2022 - 15:30 - 19:00 (30 min break)
Stream 1

Using the NLP Meta Model for Motivating Your Business Clients
Fiona Campbell is a highly experienced NLP Trainer, NLP
Business Coach Trainer, NLP Business Master Practitioner,
Professional Growth Coach and clinical hypnotherapist.

Stream 2

Do You Know What You Want? Connecting to the Body’s Wisdom
Wendy Sullivan is an experienced
coach, NLP trainer and accredited
psychotherapist.
Dr Paul Field initially learned NLP and
then fell in love with the elegance of
Clean Language. He loves to bring
together, teach and support others so he
co-trains Clean Language with Wendy.

Stream 3

Christel Land, MBA and mBIT Master
Coach, has worked with coaching
since 2008.

This session will cover elements of the neuroscientific
and even neurohormonal bases of leading and share our
modelling, born largely out of mBIT and NLP whilst coauthoring the Love Leading book.

Milton Patterns as the Gateway to Quantum Consciousness: The Human Interactive System™
Marc McDermott facilitates training in NLP, Time Line
Therapy®, hypnosis and coaching, and also specialises in
personal breakthroughs.

Stream 5

You’ll use a new Clean Language coaching process to
tap into the body’s subtle messages and inner guidance
to help your clients discover their authentic wants and
needs.

Love Leading - a Radical Approach for the 21st Century
Reb Veale is a Master Trainer of NLP
and an mBIT Trainer and Master Coach.

Stream 4

Develop the art of using the NLP Meta Model with your
business clients by crafting the right questions, in the
right way, at the right time for solving problems, and
quickly getting to the heart of situations.

Milton Patterns is the part of NLP training that people
seem most in a rush to get past. But when you take the
time to notice the true beauty of their application it will
reward you forever with insight into your life and the lives
of those you live, work and play with.

Healing Lives with NLP - Co-researching Recovery
Sarah Frossell is a consultant/coach/
facilitator, running in-house and open
NLP and executive coaching and
leadership programmes.

You will learn how we worked with people suffering from
ME/Chronic Fatigue and Fibromyalgia. For the main part
of the session, you will experience how powerful coresearching recovery in a group can be.

Hilly Raphael is researching embodied
memory and awakening new possibilities
by engaging the imagination (that is, the
imaginal rather than the imaginary).

Stream 6

Seeing the Person, Not the Condition
Jo Creed has been working within
healthcare for over 17 years and is an
NLP trainer and co-founder of Beyond
Training Solutions Ltd.

We will look at the key problems with the traditional way
of consulting within healthcare and the need to take
a person-centred and holistic approach to treatment,
particularly for people with long-term conditions.

Annette Bradley is an Advanced Nurse
Practitioner, NMC registered tutor and
director of MA Training Enterprise who
works in primary care.

Stream 7

The Magical Canvas of Projective Coaching
Peter Freeth is an SNLP Master Trainer, the author of 15
books on NLP, and above all else, a human being.

Stream 8

Imagine what it would be like if you could step into the map
with your client to share in the rich and vivid reality that
they create for themselves and explore together, towards
a shared understanding and a new level of insight.

Where Science Meets Ancient Wisdom: New NLP Tools Led by Ageless Ideas
Dr Phil Parker is a university lecturer, NLP master trainer
and one of the world’s leading NLP researchers.

You’ll explore the latest research and tools to use the
beneficial effects of sound, nature and movement to
make your work even more transformational. You’ll also
get to experience ‘Curving’, a new NLP strategy to create
compassionate and powerful change, which combines
NLP, neuroscience and ancient approaches to change.

17:30-18:00 Refreshment / Personal Break
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Presentations
Sunday 22nd May 2022 - 9:00 - 10:30
Stream 1

Designing Actions to Achieve Great Results
Aliyah Mohyeddin is an NLP trainer, and
a trainer and professional in a number of
complementary modalities.

Stream 2

Butterfly Effect and NLP: How Real is Reality if You Would Know How to Create?
Creative all-rounder Bernadette Bruckner is
internationally active as an intuitive expert in
holistic health, business and marketing strategy.

Stream 3

Nikolas Fragkias is a lecturer in criminal and
forensic psychology, a clinical psychotherapist
and a hypnotherapist.

This Unleash the Greatness Within workshop will help you conquer
your fears and self-doubt so you can live your best life. This
90-minute interactive session is designed to help you break
through your limitations and realise the qualities of greatness you
have inside to create the life you’ve always wanted to live.

Keeping It Real: Using NLP in the Everyday for Stress and Anxiety
Dr Suzanne Henwood is an NLP Trainer and an
mBIT Master Trainer.

Stream 8

I explain our new approach of NLP-intensified mindfulness and
invite you to enjoy the NLP-intensified exercises from the classic
area of mindfulness: exercises that connect you with the spirit of
your true inner being.

Unleash the Greatness Within
Thabiso Mailula is an international awardwinning NLP trainer based in South Africa.

Stream 7

I have developed a strategy for culture change that has four key
steps, each one more significant than the one before, that I would
like to share with you at the conference.

Theory and Practical Experience of How NLP Can Intensify Mindfulness Trainings
Karl Nielsen is the co-founder and president
of the international associations for NLP (IN),
Coaching (ICI), Hypnosis (WHO), Constellation
(WSCO), Mindfulness (In-Me), and Positive
Psychology (PosPsy).

Stream 6

We intend to ‘breathe life’ into the heady concept of archetypes so
you can use them practically with NLP and coaching. Combining
Nick and Robbie’s models with demonstrations and somatic
exercises will provide some deep and powerful insights from their
over 50 collective years of teaching.

Turning the Tide of Culture with NLP
Lindsey Agness is the founder of Team NLP. She
was certified as a Master Trainer in 2012.

Stream 5

What if the ‘butterfly effect’ works and every time we choose,
either out of intention, thinking and/or acting, somewhere else is
changing with our decisions too? How real is YOUR reality, if you
dare to choose beyond what you know, accessing and using your
full consciousness!

A Deeper Dive into [Leadership] Archetypes – Transforming Shame into Success
Robbie Steinhouse is one of Britain’s leading
NLP trainers and coaches.

Stream 4

Most people get stuck in the ‘how’. This session will help you
remove the noise and develop clarity on the how. You’ll discover
clear steps and internal and external resources – and how to get
them. While using it for yourself, the technique is also excellent for
use with your clients.

I will be weaving in the latest neuroscience of coaching to the
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and exploring the researchbased evidence around what works… come along and find out how
you can introduce simple tools and techniques individually, and
corporately, to create wise, compassionate calm.

Guerrilla Marketing for Coaches and Trainers: How to Create Great Results with Small Budgets
Andrea Frausin has operated as a performance
and behavioural specialist since 1997 and he
has a master’s degree in economics, a master’s
degree in psychology and many international
certifications and accreditations.

As a certified Guerrilla Marketing Master Trainer, Andrea will share
principles and tools you can use in your coaching and training
practice to have more happy paying clients even if you have a tiny
budget to invest.

10:30-11:00 Refreshment / Personal Break
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Presentations
Sunday 22nd May 2022 - 11:00 - 12:30
Stream 1

Updating NLP with Neuroscience
Joseph O’Connor is an internationally
recognised author, executive coach and trainer.

Stream 2

Havening Techniques: A Perfect Complement to Your NLP Toolkit
Tony Burgess and
Julie French are founding
directors of Academy of High
Achievers Ltd, a training,
coaching and therapy business
based in Stafford, UK and
established in 2004.

Stream 3

What you will get from this session is
• a clear understanding of what narcissistic abuse really is and
what makes it so dangerous
• an awareness of how to spot it in your client (or yourself)
• an introduction to how to utilise NLP to facilitate the recovery

Deep Learning
Joe Cheal is an NLP Master Trainer, lead
imaginarian for Imaginarium and a partner in
GWizNLP.

Stream 5

When Havening is combined with NLP, there emerges an incredibly
flexible blend that can super-charge your work with clients. Many
of the best Havening practitioners are also NLP trained because
the NLP toolkit gives such a wide range of approaches to tackle any
challenges and to empower people.

Rise from the Ashes - Facilitating Recovery from Narcissistic Abuse
Ronia Fraser is an award-winning trauma
recovery coach and one of the leading experts in
the field of narcissistic abuse recovery.

Stream 4

The insights and research into neuroscience are crucial for NLP.
In this session you will find out which NLP models are supported,
which are questioned, and which need to be updated with
neuroscience. This session will put a rejuvenated N in NLP.

Deep learning means starting with the audience’s experience and
working out from there to new information. Deep learning starts
with the learner. The deep learning approach uses the collective
intelligence in the room, not just a single source. In this session, you
and Joe will explore different approaches to audience engagement
and develop even more learning strategies!

Energetic NLP for Highly Sensitive People and Neurodiversity
Olive Hickmott has been
coaching neurodivergent
students and training
professionals in Empowering
Learning for 20 years.

We, along with parents, have always known that many
neurodivergent students are highly sensitive. Using Energetic NLP
won’t reduce their sensitivities, which are their strengths and part
of who they are, but enable them to be the best sensitive people
they can, fully enjoying their exceptional strengths.

Sian Goodspeed is the founder of Flying Start Tuition and Be
More Giraffe and a home-educating mother of two daughters.

Stream 7

Environmental Psychology 101 - Are you Eco Literate?
Lizzi Larbalestier is an ICF Professional Coach
and Ocean Advocate specialising in eco-centric
leadership and marine-based change work.

Stream 8

This session will encourage you to take yourselves and your NLP
practice outdoors and enable you to begin the journey of working
with and for nature, and perhaps provoking your curiosity to
learn more.

Empower Yourself with Your Creative Mind
Julian Russell is a former trustee of Re-Vision,
an integrative psychotherapy training charity,
and former board member of the UK Association
for NLP (ANLP).

Creative Mind emphasises Generative States and welcomes
emotional difficulty and resistance to change as resources
rather than as obstacles. We will explore the model and apply
it to ourselves and our own empowerment. I will lead a guided
meditation to expand your resources and we will share what we
have learnt in small groups.

12:30-15:30 Extended Refreshment / Personal Break
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Sunday 22nd May 2022 - 15:30 - 17:00
Stream 1

Combining NLP With Spiritual Principles and Energy Work
Art Giser, the creator of Energetic NLP, is an
energetic healer and intuitive.

Stream 2

Tips, Hacks and Support: The Online World Made Easy
In 2020, Zoe Thomson set up Build It Brilliant to
help people in the helping professions to start,
grow and scale their private practices using
online technology.

Stream 3

This interactive workshop is all about building on gaming theory
and The Theory of Fun and applying them to real-life situations.
Are you ready to ignite the passion for life and work fully in love
with goal achievement as you walk into the sunset holding hands
with success?

Is EFT the Perfect Partner to NLP?
Judy Bartkowiak is an NLP and EFT Trainer and
Master Practitioner and works primarily with
children, teens and their families.

Stream 8

You will learn the steps you can take to have a better night’s sleep
and by the end of the session, you will have a practical yet simple
process to follow and techniques to use to enable you or your
client to fall asleep easier or to get back to sleep more quickly after
waking during the night.

What Do Successful Game Designers Know About Goal Setting & Motivation?
John Cassidy Rice is an international NLP
Trainer and author who has taught NLP for over
21 years, working with individuals and large
organisations.

Stream 7

You will be shown how to communicate with the part linked to the
‘problem state’. You will then be shown how to work with the part
using an approach that bypasses conscious resistance.

NLP and Sleep... Works Together Like a Dream!
Emma McNally is an NLP Trainer and the founder
of Achieve Your Greatness Ltd, School of NLP.

Stream 6

Join me and learn new ways to empower yourself and your clients/
patients to transform the cellular memories stored within your
powerful mind-body relationship and improve your life.

A New Simple and Effective Model For Working with Parts
Tania Prince is an EFT Founding Master, of
which there are only 29 in the world. My courses
are on NLP, EFT and MBIR™ (which I developed).

Stream 5

Join me as I share with you my Build It Brilliant Blueprint, a
4-step formula created from 10 years of working with coaches
and therapists.

Empower Your Life With HypnoKinesthetics
Patricia Eslava Vessey is a PCC credentialed
coach through the International Coach
Federation (ICF), clinical hypnotherapist and
Master Practitioner of NLP.

Stream 4

Spiritual principles and working with the human energy system are
powerful systems for change that have their own limitations. You
will learn simple ways to combine NLP techniques with these other
techniques to get even better results!

I’m going to take you through your client’s journey and show you
how you can attract, draw out, deepen the connection, support
and maintain your client from first contact to them referring you
to their friends.

Awakening Spiritual Intelligence with NLP
Colette Normandeau is an international NLP
master trainer and certified executive and life
NLP coach.

Let’s be curious and engage in this generative experience
together. Find out what it means to awaken Spiritual Intelligence/
Spiritual Quotient and come and enrich your map by discovering SI
best practices.

17:00-17:30 Refreshment / Personal Break
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Presentations
Sunday 22nd May 2022 - 17:30 - 19:00
All Streams High Impact Intentional Fellowship
Robert Dilts has a global reputation as a leading
developer, author, coach, trainer and consultant
in the field of NLP. He worked closely with NLP
co-founders John Grinder and Richard Bandler
at the time of its creation. Robert pioneered
the application of NLP to education, creativity,
health, leadership, belief systems and the
development of what has become known as
‘Third generation NLP’.
Ian McDermott is the founder of International
Teaching Seminars, which this year celebrates
its 30th anniversary. Ian pioneered the
integration of NLP and coaching and is now
doing the same for NLP and neuroscience. He
has trained a generation. His work focuses on
five main areas – innovation, entrepreneurship,
legacy, leadership and collaboration. Nowadays
he spends much of his time advising
senior leaders.

Since our 2018 ANLP pre-conference one-day session on
Catalysing Intentional Fellowship, we have developed a number
of tools that will enable you to bring the benefits of high impact
fellowship into your life and professional work. What you will get
from this session are processes and tools that will enable you to:
• Go beyond collaboration to enjoy fellowship.
• Work with others to achieve more than you can on your own
with greater ease and creativity.
• Take appropriate responsibility and be accountable.
• Deal confidently with challenging and changing circumstances.
• Be proactive and take necessary risks.
• Establish a sustained pattern of innovation in your life.

NLP Awards Silent Auction
Four unique auction items from four unique
people and a unique opportunity for the
highest bidder… all to raise funds for
Mind BLMK, the mental health charity.
Robert Dilts, Ian McDermott, Judith Lowe and
Judith Delozier have each donated one hour
of their time to give a 1-2-1 coaching/mentoring
session with the highest bidder. Imagine how much
that is worth and the value this offers… and please
bid BIG to make sure it’s you that wins!

All proceeds go to:

1-2-1
coaching/
mentoring
session

A one hour 1-2-1 coaching/mentoring session
with Robert Dilts
A one hour 1-2-1 coaching/mentoring session
with Ian McDermott
A one hour 1-2-1 coaching/mentoring session
with Judith Lowe
A one hour 1-2-1 coaching/mentoring session
with Judith Delozier
These globally renowned NLP trainers and coaches
have worked with some of the biggest companies and
leaders in the world – and here’s your chance to work
with them too.
Use the link below to find out more and submit your
bids for these incredible opportunities and help this
charity be the difference that makes the difference…

www.32auctions.com/121NLPCoaching
Auction opens on 25th April 2022. Auction ends on 22nd May 2022 at 15:00 (BST)
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Virtual Exhibitors
For 2022, we have a fantastic selection of Virtual Exhibitors at the
Conference! You can visit them in the Exhibitor Centre section of the Whova
App (details of where to find them are in your Delegates Pack of instructions).
We encourage you to check out all the stands, engage with the exhibitors and have a good look at what
they have on offer for conference delegates…you never know what gems you may discover!

1

A Mind 4 Adventure

At A Mind 4 Adventure we are passionate about helping organisations, teams and people to discover their
true potential, inspired by the belief that “we are all better than we know – and if only we can be shown
this, we may never settle for anything less” – Kurt Hahn.
We – Ian and Sara – bring with us a wealth of professional and personal experience. We collaborate with
other experts in coaching, leadership and facilitation to ensure the best outcome for clients.
As an NLP and coaching education provider, we are passionate about supporting the learning,
development and growth of individuals.
We deliver a full range of ANLP accredited NLP courses, from Diploma to Master Practitioner training as
well as Trainer’s Training in 2022. Alongside this, we offer a host of additional courses that include ILM
qualifications in leadership, management, coaching and mentoring, ranging from levels 2 to 7.
www.amind4adventure.com

ian@amind4adventure.com

+44 (0) 1364 642587

2 Anglo American Books
Anglo American Books is an independent bookseller specialising in NLP, hypnosis, education
and personal growth. We will have a comprehensive selection of these books on sale at the
conference. For more information and titles, visit our website www.anglo-american.co.uk where
we have an even larger range of books and resources. All the books featured on our website are normally
in stock and will, in most cases, be dispatched the same day. See Jonathan or Jessica in the conference
bookshop to sign up to our mailing list and your chance to win one of our ‘Big Bag of Books’ prizes.
www.anglo-american.co.uk

3 The Association for NLP
Our vision is that people all over the world will live more empowered lives thanks to the positive impacts
of NLP and that NLP will be even more accepted as a credible, valued, mainstream tool for personal,
organisational and educational development.
Our mission is to be the global flagbearers for professional NLP. This means that within the NLP
community, we will enhance and grow our reputation as the independent and impartial voice of NLP,
fair and unbiased, professional and respectful. We are creating a spirit of unity and co-operation within
the NLP community, whilst abiding by the philosophy and presuppositions of NLP, and we support our
members to practise their NLP in a professional, ethical and congruent way.
We promote our members via their ANLP website profile, social media and magazines and the general
public are safe in the knowledge that each member’s certification has been checked and that they work
within the ANLP Code of Ethics for their profession.
Be part of our vision and mission. Join ANLP today.
www.anlp.org

members@anlp.org

+44 (0) 20 3051 6740

4 CR Squared
At CR Squared we supply NLP trainers with a world-class learning platform and game-changing
core content, and we support trainers in implementing their own style and magic for the
digital age.
In over ten years of training design, we have come to value:
• Experimenting with flexible approaches over adherence to traditional methods
• Meeting each student’s needs over emphasising full certification
• Supportive online communities over isolated study
• Using available technology solutions over broadcast lectures and printed manuals
• Creative and varied delivery approaches over seeing ‘in the room’ as ideal
While there is value in the approaches on the right, we value the initiatives on the left more.
We believe that NLP content is as strong as it has always been; however, the delivery needs to evolve.
If it’s time to understand this future better, come and talk to us. We would love to know more about
your needs.
Your school. Your magic.
www.crsquared.co.za
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5 GWiz NLP
NLP Master Trainers Melody Cheal MSc and Joe Cheal MSc bring vast experience from both NLP
and other psychological disciplines. Melody is a past finalist in the NLP Research Awards and also
won Speaker of the Year with CIPD Kent. Joe was awarded Learning and Development Professional
of the Year by CIPD Kent and was runner-up in the Consultancy of the Year category. He is also a
past finalist in the Business Category of the NLP Awards.
GWiz NLP offers the only ANLP accredited NLP Supervision Diploma available globally. This programme is completely via
Zoom and is also accredited with Association for Coaching.
GWizNLP offers NLP Trainer’s Training and Hypnosis Trainer’s Training in East Sussex. Julie Silverthorn, USA Master Trainer is
a regular guest trainer.
Our NLP training from NLP Practitioner to NLP Trainer is accredited with ANLP. Our Clinical Hypnotherapy Diploma is
accredited with GHSC. Core Transformations and The Wholeness Work, as developed by Connirae Andreas, are also available.
Our popular Association for Coaching Accredited Diploma is offered on a rolling programme, meaning you can join at
any time.
Regular supervision groups and skills development groups for NLP, coaching, hypnotherapy and core transformations
provide specialist support for professionals.
Finally, we are delighted to host Reb Veale teaching mBit Coach Certification in September.
Come and see us on our stand!
www.gwizlearning.com

melody@gwizlearning.com

+44 (0) 1892 309205

6 International Teaching Seminars
ITS is a world leader in delivering NLP, coaching and neuroscience learning. We give people the
skills to innovate their own solutions. We deliver tailored programmes for real and lasting change.
Our graduates go on to make massive changes in organisations and in their personal lives.
We would love to speak to you and hope you can visit us at our stand, where we will be offering discounts for
conference attendees and ITS graduates!
www.itsnlp.com

7

info@itsnlp.com

+44 (0) 1268 777125

Logical Levels Inventory

The Logical Levels Inventory (lli) is an exciting online profiling tool for coaches, individuals
and organisations. lli breaks the mould of personal development, diving deeper and unlocking
Robert Dilts’ Logical Levels model to help people better understand who they are and why they
do what they do.
By providing laser-sharp insight, lli enables them to explore a deeper level of self-understanding. It prompts
that ‘aha’ moment, which gives them the power to change and tap into their unlocked potential.
If you are looking for sustainable growth and change for your coaching clients, for your teams, leaders or
talent, come and explore lli with us.
Come and have a chat with us. We can talk you through the lli online profiling tool and profile report; our core
programmes – including our new lli Leadership Programme; our accredited coach workshops; and the Logical
Levels model itself.
+44 (0) 7971 478884

info@logicallevels.co.uk

www.logicallevels.co.uk

8 Neuro Minds
Douglas de Souzam, CEO of Neurominds, NLP Trainer, ICF PCC Coach and entrepreneur,
PTSD – RTM Protocol Specialist and psychotherapist.
Introducing the Master’s Degree in Neuro Coaching.
Have your existing NLP/coaching education recognised in a post graduate qualification in Neuro Coaching. Exit
at Postgraduate Certificate, Postgraduate Diploma, or research your passion and achieve a Master of Arts.
Neurominds offers every step of the NLP journey up to NLP Trainer’s Training. We also offer a path to the ICF PCC
qualification with our Professional Coaching Skills and Higher Professional Coaching Skills.
We don’t just teach, we practise! We don’t just practise, we innovate!
Perhaps, most importantly, we believe passionately in the power of human potential, and it is our mission to
make these incredible tools available to all.
info@neurominds.co.uk

www.neurominds.co.uk

9 NLP International Conference
The NLP International Conference is the world’s foremost gathering of the NLP community. The 2022
Conference welcomes over 60 speakers, 400+ attendees and 13 exhibitors from 5 continents over 4 days.
Conference presentations are chosen each year to reflect the changes in NLP practice and the evolution
of the field... and always show how NLP can make a positive impact and contribution to the communities
we live and work in. The conference is a place to hear and be heard, connect and cooperate and to meet
friends old and new...
The NLP Conference is open to anyone who has had NLP training so join us here where we continue to hold the
space for community, collaboration and creative learning...
+ 44 203 384 3217
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10 Reveal Solutions /INLPTA Trainer’s Training
Reveal Solutions provides the INLPTA accredited Trainer’s Training, Master Practitioner and
Practitioner training. Our mBIT Coach Certification training qualifies for ICF CCEUs.
Reb Veale is an INLPTA Master Trainer and coach supervisor; Mark Deacon is an INLPTA NLP Trainer.
They are both occupational psychologists, mBIT Trainers and Master Coaches with a background in
business, leadership and organisation development. They offer INLPTA accredited training from NLP
Practitioner all the way through to NLP Master Trainer.
Reveal Solutions provides quality certified mBIT coach training in the UK and nine other countries across four continents,
which is accredited by the ICF for CCEUs and the AC CPD scheme. We are also publishers of a range of pragmatic
mBraining and coach development coaching cards that support individuals, consultants, managers and organisations.
Along with INLPTA Master Trainers Dr Henrie Lidiard (NLP in the North) and Dr Wyatt Woodsmall, we are now inviting
applications for the April/May 2022 INLPTA NLP Trainer’s Training and Master Trainer track and for 2024 beyond that.
We look forward to meeting you.
www.revealsolutions.co.uk

info@revealsolutions.co.uk

11 The Lazarus Consultancy Ltd
Formed in 1999, The Lazarus Consultancy is dedicated to running high-quality and accredited courses to help
you achieve better results, faster. We offer the following fully accredited courses:
• NLP training (for business, coaching and sport)
• ILM Level 5 and Level 7 coach training
• Association for Coaching’s coach training
All our NLP courses form the foundation of our ILM-recognised communication/influencing/personal
effectiveness courses, so you will have a certificate that is widely accepted and credible in the business world.
We also offer the following workshops: The Money Power Programme; ILM-recognised Advanced Presentation
Skills; ILM-recognised Train the Trainer.
All our courses are run in central London. We guarantee you’ll be delighted with our courses, or we refund in full.
www.thelazarus.com

info@thelazarus.com

+44 (0) 20 8349 2929

12 The NLP Professional
The NLP Professional gives you the practical tools to start, run and grow a successful professional, efficient and
ethical NLP-led business by breaking down the what, how and why of being an NLP professional.
“If there is anyone who knows both the benefits and challenges of building a business based on NLP, it is Karen
Falconer. Karen has given us a practical guide to becoming a successful professional, not only in NLP but in any
legitimate business.” Ian McDermott and Robert Dilts
Karen Falconer is the CEO and driving force of ANLP International CIC, the world’s most successful independent
association for NLP professionals. ANLP runs the largest international NLP annual conference.
Karen brings together her vast experience of running successful companies, working with SME businesses as
a management accountant and her skills as a certified NLP Trainer to create this book. It gives easy-to-follow,
practical advice on how to start, run and grow an efficient, professional NLP-led business.
www.revealsolutions.co.uk

info@revealsolutions.co.uk

13 Universal NLP Institute
Universal NLP Institute is the only international NLP Centre For Persians, Affiliate Partner with
NLP University since 2017.
We offer all services live in two languages: English and Farsi
• NLP Training to NLP Trainer Training level
• Hosting international management and NLP webinars
• Offering personal, business and organisational coaching services
• Working specially with immigrant and migration emotional help
Are you interested in receiving coaching services or learning NLP with us? We would love to hold your hands and
support you with a combination of the ancient Persian wisdom and the modern Californian successful mindset.
Take action today!
www.uninlp.com

uninlp@outlook.com

+1 (657) 2101320

14 Workforce Solutions Group
Coaching and training company training others to measure cognitive diversity through MindSonar ®
(metaprogramme analysis) in their business. Our mission is to challenge and inspire individuals’
understanding of themselves, thereby creating effective teams and choices in business. Workforce
Solutions Group provides expert-led coaching, Language and Behaviour Profiling®, and MindSonar ®
analysis, improving employer and client relations.
www.workforcesolutions.group

www.nlpconference.com

+44 (0) 1455 241204
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ANLP Charity
Partnership
It is our fourth year of partnership with Mind BLMK, the mental health charity.
We love working with them. The rapport with the Mind BLMK team has been
incredible and they have been active in working with us to raise funds for their
work. We are humbled and amazed that the response to our partnership has
been so full of appreciation and gratitude and we feel such a strong bond with
Mind BLMK that we want to work with them in deeper and more practical ways.

The work they do is important
We came to know that funding for Mind
has been cut and they are more in need
than ever of support for their work… and
that got us thinking.
We have started discussions with Mind
BLMK to see how we can form a
strategic partnership with them to
provide general volunteers from within
the ANLP membership to support local
Mind groups across the UK. In some
instances, where our members are
appropriately qualified, we are exploring
ways in which they can volunteer to

work directly with those people who ask
Mind for help.
This then becomes a platform for us to
help at any level where we can and raise
the profile of NLP within another national
charity. We hope this will lead to more
recognition of the positive changes NLP
can bring to the wider world.
As Richard Hurst of Mind says, “We
[Mind BLMK] care about how mental
health support is given. We care that we
talk about mental health openly. We care
about the wellbeing of those who we can

help to have better strategies to deal
with mental health.”
We – ANLP, the NLP International
Conference and NLP community – want
to help them deliver this. Please attend
the NLP Awards event at 19:00 on 13th
May 2022 to see the great things NLP is
achieving in the world through the truly
inspirational finalists and winners. Have
a wonderful evening and donate to Mind
BLMK to support the essential work they
are doing too. All proceeds from ticket
sales go to Mind BLMK.

www.nlpawards.com/store

The 2022 NLP International
Conference, brought to you
virtually by...

(amongst others)

